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Abstract

In a complex manufacturing environment, generating schedules, identifying deviations, and recovering
from delays have a significant impact on total operational performance. At Boeing's 787 plant, a
precedence network was generated which defines the entire build sequence for a mid-body fuselage. This
job-level build sequence enables planners to generate optimized and feasible resource-constrained
schedules. The network also forms the foundation for a visual control system on the factory floor. This
web-based tool is designed to improve routine production control decisions at all levels by presenting
build status in a cohesive and concise format. Using this tool, the plant's stakeholders can effectively
identify and prioritize schedule deviations before they cascade lead to major delays, resulting in an overall
improvement in resource efficiency and production rate.
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Introduction

You are the production superintendent at an aircraft factory. It is 5:15 am. You arrive into your office
before the start offirst shift and read the latest production report: "722 total jobs behind schedule." As
you look out onto the factory floor, you see a dozen fuselages that have fallen behind their production
schedules to various extents. 1000 mechanics, engineers, and managers ready to work hard to get back
on schedule. Where do youfocus your resources to recover?

In a complex manufacturing enviromnent, managing schedule deviations and recovering from delays have

a significant impact on total operational performance. While production systems aim to achieve lean

operations by eliminating variation and strictly controlling quality, all production systems have stochastic

errors which disturb and derail optimized production plans. These disruptions are particularly difficult to

absorb in a high-complexity, low-volume production environment such as aircraft manufacturing.

This thesis is based on an internship project completed between June and December 2011 at Boeing's 787

assembly plant in Charleston, South Carolina. As the world's newest and most advanced wide-body

commercial aircraft, the 787 is revolutionary in its design, manufacturing techniques, and supply chain

organization. Well-publicized developmental issues have caused a significant program and delivery

delay. At the time of this writing, eight aircraft have been delivered and a further 843 aircraft are on

order.' Consequently, the most pressing strategic question at the Charleston assembly plant is how to

improve its 787 production rate to deliver aircraft to its waiting customers.

From a systems' perspective, there are three ways to improve throughput:

" Increase capacity through expansion or more labor resources

" Reduce required work content by shifting tasks to suppliers and/or modifying the design

* Increase efficiency for a given set of inputs and required outputs

For 787 production, adding additional line capacity requires a significant capital investment. Therefore,

this decision should only be made after the existing lines have reached peak performance and still prove

inadequate. Shifting major work to existing suppliers or re-designing major components is feasible, but

costly. While there are a number of technical studies underway, these design improvements to improve

manufacturability may be years away from implementation. Increasing efficiency through learning, lean

process improvements, and optimized work organization can have a significant impact on production rate,

and is relatively cheaper and faster to implement compared to the first two options.

I "Boeing 787 Model Orders and Deliveries (March 2012)" obtained from Boeing website at
http://active.boeing.com/commercial/orders/index.cfm
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Given this situation, I set out to identify and improve critical processes which could result in significant

rate improvements. On the 787 mid-body fuselage shop floor, I observed that a large part of the manager,

engineer, and assembler's day was spent trying to answer these basic questions:

* Superintendent / Control Station / Area Manager: Are we currently on schedule to meet our

delivery targets?

* Industrial Engineer: If we are behind schedule, how do we recover?

e Assembly / Production Team: Are we working on the right jobs right now to achieve our

production targets?

These questions are tactical and day-to-day in nature, but are asked repeatedly throughout the day by all

levels of the production team. In the current production environment, these answers are elusive. While

Boeing data systems track production and output hundreds of metrics, this data is not presented in a

format that enables stakeholders at every level to effectively prioritize tasks and allocate resources to

achieve production goals. The plant therefore struggles to meet or improve its production rate.

This thesis examines the processes of the 787 aircraft assembly system related to scheduling, production,

and recovery planning. After analyzing system performance and identifying areas for improvement, I will

present how a job precedence network serves as the foundation for addressing key scheduling issues.

Each of these countermeasures has advantages and drawbacks, but together can improve schedule

generation and adherence. The key challenge is to create an information flow that enables the system's

stakeholders to make production control decisions soundly and efficiently.

Thesis Organization

The thesis will begin by defining the problem in the context of the 787 production environment. Chapter

1 will explain how the 787's product architecture exemplifies the challenges in a low-volume, high

complexity manufacturing environment, and why it is vulnerable to schedule deviations. Chapter 2 will

examine the current state processes of the Boeing 787 plant related to production organization,

scheduling, work metrics, and managing deviations. Chapter 3 will present the development ofjob

precedence networks to organize this complexity. Chapter 4 will translate the precedence networks into a

visual control system for stakeholders on the shop floor. Chapter 5 will detail next steps, anticipated

gains, and future applications and research.

12



1 Background, Problem Statement, and Methodology

In Charleston, South Carolina, mechanics and engineers at the Boeing plant are assembling the 787 to

exacting engineering specifications and quality standards. Several times a month, a completed mid-body

section rolls out of the 88-20 Building for transport to final assembly. Thousands of workers perform

thousands of unique assembly jobs. Quality teams inspect each installed part and verify the completion of

all major operations. Thousands of aerospace-grade components are controlled and accounted for. Tools

are routinely calibrated and processes are carefully documented and regulated. Such a complex

manufacturing system presents two challenges:

* The work package must be carefully scheduled to meet delivery deadlines given limited labor and

capacity resources.

" Variations in labor available, part quality, and workmanship require corrective action and cause

the factory to deviate from its original schedule.

These two aspects work against each other. A highly regimented schedule does not handle disturbances

well, and aerospace manufacturing is not amenable to improvisation or shortcuts. When executing

recovery plans, inefficiently allocated resources can cause the entire plant to fall further behind. A series

of small deviations, if not properly handled, can lead to a vicious cycle of large schedule delays. In its

current steady state, the 787 fuselage mid-body assembly plant cannot recover quickly from schedule

deviations. The production team diligently works overtime to barely meet delivery deadlines as the

factory operates hundreds (sometimes thousands) ofjobs behind schedule. At some points, this backlog

accumulates enough to warrant a temporary pause in the delivery schedule while the workforce attempts

to regain steady state control by working down the backlog to zero. This is both costly from a program

perspective and disrupts the global supply chain. To the production and management team's credit, there

is no compromise in quality of the delivered product despite these schedule and cost pressures.

In this chapter, I will frame the questions to understand why the current system performs as it does. Then,

I will present a methodology to answer these questions. I will explore the current literature in complex

scheduling. Finally, I will examine how the 787's product architecture and resultant production system

presents unique challenges for production scheduling.

13



1.1 Problem Statement and Literature Review

The two fundamental challenges presented above define the problem: In a complex manufacturing

environment, how should the system balance carefully optimized production schedules with responsive

recovery planning?

To approach this problem, one must start with a system-level view. In the 787 mid-body plant, the

macro-level output is well-defined: the plant must assemble and deliver fuselages at a set production rate.

On the shop floor, the micro-level resource inputs are also well-defined. The total work package for each

fuselage is broken down into individual jobs which require labor, time, tooling, and parts to complete. As

Baker defines, "Scheduling is the process of allocating resources to activities over time.,, 2 Fromherz

further characterizes the typical scheduling problem as one where "resources are scarce and constrained in

various ways, and one is looking for a schedule of activities that both satisfies the constraints and is

optimal according to some criterion."3 The history and literature of complex scheduling can be divided

into three phases:

1) Development of logic-based deterministic schedules. Around 1910, industrial engineer Henry Gantt

pioneered the bar chart for describing the sequential steps of a large project. He applied this method to

scheduling production operations during World War I.4 Simple in concept and intuitively understood by

most users, the bar chart broke work down into the desired resolution for scheduling and control. The

major shortcoming of the Gantt/bar chart is its inability to show complex inter-relationships and resource

requirements.' The Gantt/bar chart also quickly loses its effectiveness when trying to represent complex

sequences and a large number of tasks.6 As we shall see in Chapter 2, the bar chart used on the Boeing

shop floor is effective for organizing team-level work, but inflexible and cumbersome for dynamic

planning as part of a large and interconnected scheduling system.

Applying precedence networks to organize complex production originated in the late 1950s as computing

power could be applied to organizing increasingly complex projects. The Program Evaluation and

Review Technique (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM) were each developed in parallel to control

engineering and industrial projects. Booz Allen Hamilton and the U.S. Navy Special Projects Offices

2 Baker, Kenneth R. Introduction to Sequencing and Scheduling. (New York: Wiley and Sons, 1974) 8.
3 Fromherz, Markus P. J. "Constraint-based Scheduling." Proceedings of the American Control Conference.
(Arlington VA, June 25-27, 2001) Vol 4. pp 3231.
4 Ritz, George J. Total Engineering Project Management. (New York: McGraw Hill Publishing Company, 1990)
103.
5 Oberlender, Garold D. Project Managementfor Engineering and Construction. (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc.,
1993) 70.
6 Ritz, 105.
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developed PERT to improve the execution and management of the Polaris missile project. The PERT

method is designed for projects with unknown exact process times. Hajek explains that "The basic

concept of PERT is that the program is divided into discrete, detailed, scheduled tasks which are drawn

up into an integrated network. All the significant variables of time, resources, and technical performance

are allocated to each task or activity."7 It enabled planners to understand when scheduled targets were in

jeopardy based on conservative and aggressive predictions for subtask durations. Combined with early

computing technology, planners could optimize complex data sets, organized through PERT networks.

Likewise, DuPoint applied a similar methodology with CPM to scheduling refinery overhauls.8 The early

success of both CPM and PERT led to their widespread use in scheduling engineering, manufacturing,

and construction projects. Carmichael reaffirms that "Prior to the [introduction of PERT and CPM], there

was no generally accepted method of planning, scheduling, or controlling construction projects. The bar

chart, being the most useful of available techniques, was restrictive for large projects with many

interrelated activities." 9

2) Dynamic scheduling: Once a logical, constraint-based schedule is constructed, one can see where the

actual project status deviates from the predicted status. Hajek describes the resulting dynamic control

process: "As a management tool, PERT enables the project manager in the line organization or the

functional manager in the matrix to shift resources from non-critical to critical activities, thereby

permitting the concentration of resources in those areas that were signaled as experiencing difficulties."10

Carmichael asserts the robustness of PERT and CPM models: "Network techniques can accommodate

work changes, delays, variable resource demands and constraints and updating and monitoring of

progress and associated problems. Alternative methods of handling these problems are less systematic

with heavy reliance on intuition and judgment... The benefits of network techniques are more evident as

the project becomes more complicated."" For job prioritization related to product queues and machines,

an array of scheduling rules (i.e. First-in-First-Out) can be applied under different circumstances to

increase productivity. Also known as dispatching rules, priority rules, or heuristics, these rules can be

programmed into scheduling algorithms. Panwalkar and Iskander have compiled a full catalog of

7 Hajek, Victor G. Management ofEngineering Projects. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1984) 129.
8 Ritz, 105.
9 Carmichael, David G. Constructing Engineering Networks: Techniques, planning and Management. (Chichester,
UK: Ellis Horwood Limited, 1989) 15.
' 0Hajek, 130.

"Carmichael, 14.
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different rules, sorted by criteria (i.e. cost, arrival time, duration, setup required etc.)' 2 In a survey of

factory control algorithms, Baker asserts that

The advantages of dispatching rules come from their simplicity. They are usually temporally
local. They do not try to predict the future, but make decisions based on the present. Thus, these
rules are very useful in factories that are extremely unpredictable, such as some job shops...
Dispatching rules are simple algorithmically and do not require significant computation. They
are easy for novices to understand and implement.'3

In theory, managers can employ CPM/PERT to identify schedule deviation and command specific work

teams to follow certain run rules to effect a recovery. In practice, this is very difficult to implement

except in the most simple systems.

3) Applicability, Feasibility, and Interface Refinements: While PERT and CPM methods are well

established and can transform vast amounts of job data into optimized schedules, many contemporary

practitioners identify the limitations of the classical computational approach to scheduling. First,

modeling precedence networks for CPM / PERT to an accurate level is labor intensive, and human

planners will still know constraints which cannot be feasibly modeled. Pinedo points out the limitations

in modeling managerial expertise:

Scheduling decisions must simultaneously account for managerial data- due dates, processing
times, and machine capacities, for example- as well as specific technological constraints, such as
parts pooling constraints on special machines and human preferences when processing manual
operations. The problem statement used in classical approaches, such as mathematical
optimization, simulation with priority rules, or expert systems, is not adequate here.'4

Second, to be an effective dynamic control tool, humans must be able to update the current model,

simulate and select control actions, and promulgate a recovery plan continuously in real time. Given the

dynamic pace of some production environments, there is often not enough time or manpower to complete

this control loop in a timely manner. A good solution now often outweighs a perfect solution an hour

from now.

Finally, unless humans are intimately involved with the creation of the model and are familiar with

CPM/PERT algorithms, they tend to view it as a "black box" that outputs schedules which are difficult to

understand, much less trust and own. Constraint-based scheduling theory does not scale easily to

12 Panwalkar, S. S. and Wafik Iskander. "A Survey of Scheduling Rules." Operations Research. Vol 25, No 1.
January-February 1977: 45-61.
13 Baker, Albert. "A Survey of Factory Control Algorithms That Can Be Implemented in a Multi-Agent Hetarchy:
Dispatching, Scheduling, and Pull. " Journal of Manufacturing Systems. Vol 17, No 4. 1998: 302.
14 Pinedo, Michael. Scheduling: Theory Algorithms and Systems. (Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1995.)
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complex projects with thousands ofjobs. Oberlender elaborates on this key limitation of CPM/PERT-

based control systems:

Control systems tend to fall into two categories; they are either so complex that no one can
interpret the results that are obtained, or they are too limited because they apply to only costs or
schedules rather than integrating costs, schedules, and work accomplished. A control system
must be developed so information can be routinely collected, verified, evaluated, and
communicated to all participants in a project; so it will serve as a toolfor project improvement
rather than reporting flaws that irritate people.'5

A further body of research acknowledges these general limitations and attempts to tailor CPM/PERT to

control specific manufacturing environments, from construction projects to job shops. These studies

attempt to integrate scheduling systems, stakeholders, and management processes into feasible control

systems. This body of research also reveals that even with powerful processing capability and complex

scheduling algorithms, human stakeholders continue to have difficulty controlling complex production

systems. The following questions are therefore relevant to Boeing's 787 assembly environment.

* What is the right balance between constraint-based computer scheduling and employing human

knowledge and experience in a dynamic production control system?

e How do the stakeholders act on the current production information available to them?

e What kind of visual control system can organize the production status to support decision

makers?

* How would the right data in the right format change different stakeholders' behavior and improve

the system?

Ultimately, this thesis addresses how to improve the information flow within a production system

involving many parts, processes, and people. The solution must be feasible to implement and maintain,

and most importantly, accepted by the stakeholders involved as a genuine improvement to achieve their

functional goals.

1.2 Methodology

First, one needs to understand the problems in the current state (Chapter 2). This analysis takes place on

two levels: the functional team level and the system level. The major functional tasks are scheduling,

production and engineering support and their respective stakeholders: industrial engineers, mechanics,

and engineers. Next, one needs to examine how these three processes interact to yield total system

performance. One needs to examine why the existing processes, information flows and metrics lead to

17
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the current backlogged state of firefighting. By understanding the various stakeholders' roles and

perspectives, one can identify their information needs. Based on these needs, I will describe the

development of two countermeasures: a resource constrained schedule and a visual control tool. Both of

these countermeasures are based on a job precedence network which organizes existing production data in

a new format to support scheduling and production control. After receiving stakeholder feedback on the

tool concept, we can estimate how the implementation of this visual control system can improve the

current state.

18



2 Current State Scheduling Issues

The 787 mid-body assembly plant currently operates at steady state with a substantial backlog of jobs

behind schedule. While the work force is highly motivated and skilled, the current state is inefficient at

best and unsustainable at worst. Firefighting, heroic levels of overtime, and schedule uncertainty are

routine. This chapter explains the work management processes and scheduling issues of Boeing's 787

mid-body production environment. First, we must understand the product architecture of the 787 and the

overall organization of the plant. Next, we will identify stakeholders and key processes related to

scheduling. Then, we will understand overall system performance based on these integrated processes.

We will examine stakeholder perspectives toward the scheduling problem and their decision-making

process. Finally, we will look at existing sources of production control information and their benefits and

shortcomings.

2.1 787 Product Architecture

The 787 Dreamliner is a wide-body, twin-engine aircraft designed to fly up to 250 passengers at

intercontinental ranges. Its revolutionary design features over 50% composite primary structures

including wings, fuselage, and stabilizers which enable the following:16

* 20% increase in fuel efficiency compared to similarly-classed commercial aircraft17

* Larger windows and higher cabin humidity and pressure for a more comfortable passenger

experience

* Noise reduction due to materials and design

Assembly began in 2006 at the Everett, Washington final assembly plant. In 2011, a second final

assembly site in Charleston, SC began to assemble its first 787." In addition to final assembly, Boeing

South Carolina assembles all mid-body (sections 43, 44, 45/11, 46) and fabricates aft fuselages (section

47, 48) for the entire 787 program. Approximately 70 aft and mid-body fuselage sections have been

assembled at the time of this writing. Given the backlog of customer orders due to program delays

Boeing intends to ramp up 787 production at all major sites. In addition to the revolutionary design of the

787, Boeing outsourced significant structures and subsystems to over fifty global partners. Figure 2.1

shows the global partners' component contributions to the 787.

16 The Boeing Company, "About the 787 Family. " http://www.boeing.com/commercial/787family/background.html
17 Advanced engine design and controls contribute significantly to increased fuel efficiency.
18 Charleston, SC was also the existing site for Vought and Global Aeronautica, partner operations since acquired by
Boeing.
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Figure 2.1. Boeing 787 Major Sections and Global Partners19

The fuselage mid-body, comprised of sections 43, 44, 45, 46, and 11 is the structural core of the 787. The

wings attach to the mid-body wing box (sections 45,11) and lift the weight of the entire fuselage at this

join during flight. The mid-body also supports the forward (section 41) and aft fuselages (section 46,47),

which are joined to the forward and aft ends of the mid-body. The mid-body has two levels: a passenger

deck and a lower cargo/equipment bay. Major systems including environmental control, hydraulics,

plumbing, fuel, and electronics occupy the cargo deck and fairing volume as their associated ducting,

pipes, and wires line the interior skin. The cylindrical "barrel" sections (43, 44, 46) form a pressure hull,

while the landing gear well and fairings are unpressurized volumes.

To appreciate the unique challenges of assembling a 787, it is worth exploring the "complex" aspects of

the manufacturing system. This complexity refers equally to the production process and the technical

complexity of the end product. Table 2.1 characterizes this complexity and its implications for

scheduling:

19 Image obtained from the Boeing Company.
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Table 2.1 Complexity Driven by 787 Product Architecture

Characteristic Implication for Assembly and Scheduling Control

Requires many highly specialized 0 Difficult and costly to cross-train workers resulting in
skills workforce inflexibility
(wiring, structures, composite 0 Long apprentice times to train an expert technician with a
repair, electronics installation) high first-pass quality rate
Highly interconnected job e Difficult to prioritize job flows
sequences requiring coordination e A critical path exists, but may not be meaningful given
and de-confliction of trades resource limitations.

0 Knowledge of the complete build is fractured. Very few
stakeholders understand the whole build at enough detail
to optimize the process

High degree of precision and e Highly specific tooling, often requiring rigorous in-process
process specifications quality inspection. Quality deviations and non-

conformances require thorough analysis to resolve, often
causing significant delays relative to production cycle
times.

Relatively low volumes and long 0 Difficult to gain significant experience with specific jobs,
production times and historical job data is inconsistent and difficult to

normalize.
* Difficult to generate control charts. The process changes

often (engineering design changes).
Thousands of unique and non- . Replacement components are expensive and not readily
interchangeable parts available

* Lead times for parts can be very long (weeks or months)
and workmanship or manufacturing errors can be very
expensive and disruptive.

Size and physical configuration 0 Highly cumbersome or impossible to employ an assembly
line with value added in serial steps.

0 Large jigs are required and problematic WIP cannot be
taken off-line and placed in a rework pile. A delay can
cause jig-lock that delays every station upstream of the
problematic aircraft.20

& The aircraft has large components which require heavy
equipment to move

* An aircraft also has tight work zones that act as
bottlenecks for parallel work to occur.

New or exotic materials requiring 0 Each defect requires custom analysis to resolve. The
advanced processes existing body of knowledge is scant, resulting in

conservative assessments for defect correction.

20 Jig-lock occurs when a upstream fuselage is unable to travel to its next downstream station because the
downstream fuselage is unable to move, due to incomplete structural work. Jig-lock can cause significant delays
along the entire line due to the delay at a single station.
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2.2 Plant Layout and Manpower Organization

The 787 Mid-body in Charleston receives four major fuselage sections from Boeing's global partners and

joins them into a single fuselage mid-body as shown below in Figure 2.2.

Section 44
Alenia (Italy

Completed 787 Mid-body
Fuselage

Section 43
KHI (Japan)

Section 11/45 Wing Box
KHI/FHI (Japan)

Section 46
Alenia (Italy)

Section 43-46

Figure 2.2. 787 Mid-body Sections

The assembly process is divided into two major phases: primary structural join and systems installation.

Cell "A" receives the four un-joined fuselage sections and places them into large jigs which align and

stabilize the sections for drilling and fastening. Once the primary joins are complete, the intact mid-body

moves to Cell "B" where the assembly team adds secondary structures such as the cargo door and wing-

body fairing. Major systems and components (passenger doors, hydraulic systems, environmental control

equipment) are also rigged into place and installed. In Cell "C", the assembly teams hand carry most of

the system sub-components such as piping, wiring bundles, or electronics boxes onto the aircraft for

installation. In Cell "D", the assembly team connects wiring, tests mechanical and electronic system

connections, and installs floor mats and access panels. Inspections are scheduled throughout the assembly

process. Functional experts such as industrial engineers, quality inspectors, material managers,

manufacturing engineers, shipside support engineers, and safety supervisors support all the mechanic

teams within a cell. Several senior managers and one superintendent lead each cell.

Each cell is further divided into work-centers. Each work-center team has a pool of approximately 20-40

mechanic-technicians, depending on the size of the team's work statement. Within a work-center, a pool

of mechanic-technicians have similar trades and job skills. This pool of mechanics is further divided into

a day and swing shift. The team leader supervises the mechanics during the shift while the production

manager coordinates with other floor functions (Industrial Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering,
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Shipside Support) to support the team of mechanics. The team leader must take into account all resource

limitations (parts, tooling, constrained jobs) while assigning individual mechanics to jobs. During the

shift, the team is responsible for completing the scheduled baseline work statement for the three aircraft

currently in the cell, but must also complete any of their incomplete jobs which have traveled further

down the line. Regarding workforce flexibility, it is difficult to shift mechanics between teams due to the

highly specialized nature of the assembly jobs. Certainjobs require extensive sets of certifications such

as automatic driller or test rig operations. Such jobs also require teamwork and close coordination for

safe and efficient completion. Even with standardized instructions, tools, and specifications, each

assembly task has a unique geometry and benefits from repeated experience. The low total production

rate makes this experience hard to come by as the plant strives to have the same mechanics repeat jobs to

reap learning curve benefits. Given how new the Charleston plant is, the workforce has yet to develop

deep experience and cross-trained skill sets for overall labor flexibility.

2.3 Scheduling Processes and Stakeholders

On the 787 shop floor, the following three processes (and stakeholders) have an impact on schedule

adherence or deviation.

* Baseline schedule generation (Industrial Engineers)

* Work execution (Production Team)

" Non-conformance and defect resolution (Shipside Support Engineers)

The key stakeholders for schedule adherence and control are shown in the Table 2.2 below.

Table 2.2. Stakeholders, Processes, and Scheduling Knowledge

Stakeholder Process Responsible For Unique Scheduling Knowledge
Industrial Engineers Generating work schedules (bar Cell's total work statement, schedule

charts) and recovery plans targets, and total resources available
Team Leader / Mechanics Executing baseline work Detailed status of all jobs in a work-

statement center, and knowledge of individual
mechanics' skill level, strengths, and
weaknesses

Shipside Support Engineers Resolving non-conformances and Detailed status of all problematic jobs
defects, and removing constraints which require engineering resolution
to completing work

Production Managers / Aligning teams and functions Macro-level status of overall progress
Senior Managers, within the cell to complete total within the cell
Superintendent work statement. Requesting extra

resources /overtime if necessary.
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This following sections will examine these processes and issues with the current state.

2.4 Schedule Generation

The paper bar chart serves as the primary scheduling tool on the 787 shop floor. The scheduling process

begins when manufacturing engineers use a work break down structure to translate assembly drawings

into "Shop Order Instances (SOI)" or "jobs." Individual job statements are nominally scoped to be

completed by one or a small group of mechanics within one eight-hour shift, including setup and

inspections. The industrial and manufacturing engineers group jobs by work type and/or geographic

location on the plane. Based on the labor resources required, mechanics are allocated to work-centers

responsible for executing a statement of work. Each work-center has a bar chart for the three aircraft

currently in position. The bar chart for a single aircraft is composed of stacked Gantt charts of all jobs

and all workers available, as shown in Figure 2.3. A work center must execute the jobs in bar charts for

all three aircraft in position, as well as jobs on aircraft that have travelled downstream.

When an industrial engineer manually creates a bar chart for a work center, he or she must ensure that the

following constraints are met:

* The proper number of certified workers are assigned to each job

e Job flows obey the build sequence

* The schedule is feasible (i.e. jobs scheduled to occur in parallel do not conflict and labor

resources are not exceeded)

Shift i Shil 2
Manuisching day 594, Februay 29, 2010 Marmihng day 594, Febry 29, 2010

CELL 10 Pa -DayM 1Py3

A 1. Newton ASSY JOB: WC#, 951R JOB: WC#1, 96R
Work Centw 1 (6 hr) (8hrs)

B W Wdit. ASSY JOB: WC#, 951R JO- WC01,968R 953L
Work Cenr1 (6 hrs) (4 hrs) (4 hrs)

M. Escher ASSY JOB: WC1, 937R JOB: WC1, 940R 947R JOB: WCK1 949R
Work caw1I (4hrs) (4hrs) (4Wslghs

D J. Bach ASSY JOB: WI#I, 933R JOB: W1 938R JOB: WC#1, 96DR
Work cente 1 (4hrs) (4 hrs) (4hrs)

Figure 2.3. Example Bar Chart

2 This is a simplified representation. Actual bar charts can include 100+ jobs assigned to 30+ mechanics
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In Cell "A" alone, there are over 900 baseline jobs. Given the sheer number of jobs, it is cumbersome for

an industrial engineer to manually cross-check hundreds of jobs with each other. As a result, current bar

charts are not globally optimized. While some work-centers have generally de-conflicted their schedules

at the cell level through iterative refinement, others have not and remain unfeasible. Carmichael cites this

weakness with manually generated bar charts:

Using conventional bar chart representations there is a tendency to shift the bars to gain a
required completion time or desired resource level. This in many cases is carried out
inconsistently and without real regard to activity interdependence. It is a form of self delusion
which has difficulty in being carried over to on-site practice. Network techniques offer a
systematic alternative and additionally can pinpoint where in a project attention should be
centered when completion time or resource considerations develop. "22

This network technique will be developed in detail in the next chapter.

2.5 Work Execution

The production team executes the bar chart at the work center level. As jobs are started, completed, or

delayed, the mechanic manually marks up the posted bar chart in each team's area to show each job's

status. Mechanics also log job events into Velocity, Boeing's work management system. A job becomes

"behind schedule" when it has not been logged as complete after its assigned completion time. Manually-

affixed color-coded sticker dots indicate the reason for delay on the bar chart. The production team also

annotates delayed and constrained jobs on a "Job Delay Summary," a running list of all jobs currently

behind schedule which require assistance from a support organization (i.e. parts, engineering support,

special testing).

The management team strives to increase "bar chart discipline" to minimize work zone interference and

increase repetition for learning curve benefits. Assuming that the bar chart is accurately scheduled,

keeping pace with the bar chart ensures the most conducive build environment and ensures coordination

between teams. Currently, bar chart discipline is low. A recent study of thousands of mechanic-to-job

assignments over many production aircraft in one cell revealed that a very low number ofjobs were

performed by the originally-assigned mechanic on the right day, as originally scheduled on the bar chart.

About half of the jobs were completed by the right mechanic, but on a different day than originally

scheduled. The other half ofjobs were completed on the originally assigned day, but by a mechanic other

than the one originally assigned on the bar chart.2 3 These statistics reaffirm that the bar chart is a guide

for assigning and tracking work rather than a strictly followed plan. Due to the dynamic nature of the

22 Carmichael, 16.
23 2011 Analysis by Boeing Mid-body industrial engineering team
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build, production managers and team leaders constantly re-assign workers and re-schedule jobs based on

the current situation. While not intentional, this reactive ad-hoc scheduling can be disruptive to the larger

schedule by focusing on short term team progress rather than an overall coordinated build schedule.

2.6 Shipside Support Process and Defect Resolution

The Shipside Support Team resolves problems which arise during the build process. These discrepancies

range from missing parts and incorrect work instructions to out of tolerance conditions resulting from

workmanship errors. The Shipside Support Team coordinates with the Materials Management

Organization (MMO), engineers, and the production teams to resolve these issues. When a problem is

created or discovered, an Emergent Process Document (EPD) is generated to electronically track the

issue. The typical defect results in a Non-Conformance (NC) EPD. Figure 2.4 details the multi-step

resolution process for a Non-Conformance.

NONCONFORMANCES{(NC) Noth Permntile Tuns Tinme: 3241

25. Arrival

| 35o TouchQeu Touch 57 Touch Queue +.3 Toc

21 From EGDISPO 2 From APROVAL 5 Frm PLANNING NtCag

7 From APPROVAL 0 From PLANNING

Figure 2.4. Shipside Support Process for Resolving a Non-Conformance EPD24

A Non-Conformance EPD must pass through four distinct process steps involving three different groups

of engineers. When the EPD arrives at a station, it first waits in a queue until an available engineer can

process it. As the number of incoming EPDs exceeds the processing capacity of individual engineering

stages, a backlog accumulates. Therefore, the average EPD spends more time in a queue than being

actively worked by engineers.26 By prioritizing EPDs through the system, an EPD can jump the queue at

every station and be resolved in a fraction of the time it would normally take in a FIFO system. For the

production team, this priority EPD turnaround could mean the difference between hours and days of

schedule delay. At present, there is no robust way for shipside managers to globally prioritize the EPDs

which will have the most schedule impact, other than relying on a production manager's local assessment.

24 created this process diagram to understand the long life-cycle of an EPD.
2s Note that Quality Engineers perform both the first and third steps, denoted in red. Within the blue phase (NC
Planning and Checking), two different manufacturing engineers must touch the EPD, for a total of five touches for

an NC. Numerous studies have been done on how to lean the Shipside Support process. Given the rigorous
standards for aerospace manufacturing, it is difficult to short-cut or accelerate this resolution process.
2 While there is a significant variation in how long it takes to resolve each EPD, depending on the type of problem,
in many Shipside Support functions, there are 2-10 times more EPDs than there are processing stations.
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Having understood the dominant processes that impact scheduling, we now examine their combined

effect on system performance.

2.7 Dynamics of Schedule Adherence and Deviation

To understand the problems in the current state, one must look at the steady state equilibrium of the

scheduling, production, and defect resolution processes. The system dynamics model in Figure 2.5 below

describes the interaction of these three processes and the resultant system performance. The ideal, high-

performance production system maximizes the flow of incoming jobs (yellow) through to completion

(green). The actual job completion rate keeps pace with the incoming job rate, preventing the

accumulation of Jobs Behind Schedule. This system has a low job defect rate and minimal flow through

the rework loop (orange). Any workmanship errors or parts defects are identified immediately, as

Shipside Support engineers can prioritize the EPDs with the most schedule impact. Because there is little

or no backlog of EPDs, Shipside Support Engineers can return the resolved EPD to the production team

in a matter of hours. The production team reworks the defect and completes the original jobs with

minimal schedule impact. This low defect, stable system could easily absorb the rare disturbance while

completing a steady flow of incoming jobs according to the baseline bar chart generated by industrial

engineering. The plant would deliver all fuselages on time with no overtime required.

Number of shipside Defect discovery
support engineers rate

Total engineer
productivity Emergent

+ Process Rework Loop
Labor hours per resolution rate l ']Job defect rate Workforce Traveled Jobs
support engineer efficiency (out-of-position)

SJobs to be worke
Incoming Scheduled Actljob

Job Rate

Figure 2.5. System Dynamics of Integrated Processes
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Unfortunately, a majority of assembly cells in Boeing South Carolina do not operate in this ideal state.

While a few high-functioning work centers and support teams adhere to their baseline schedules, most

teams deviate from their original plan. Relatively recently, the entire mid-body plant reached several

thousands ofjobs behind schedule, equivalent to over an aircraft's worth of job counts. The causal loop

diagram highlights two reasons why schedule deviations are difficult to recover from.

First, the rework loop (orange) not only delays the baseline schedule, but often generates additional jobs

to correct the non-conforming condition. This corrective work can involve removing and reinstalling

interfering components, extensive testing to determine the proper solution, or special repair teams. In the

actual system, the defect rate is high enough that a queue of EPDs builds up. 2 7 As soon as EPDs

accumulate in a backlog, the average EPD resolution time increases significantly. This system dynamics

model does not address that all EPDs (and their associated baseline jobs) are not equal due to the heavily

sequenced and highly interdependent nature of the build. Some EPDs are more important than others as

they constrain critical jobs which constrain long sequences of work. In the current system, it is difficult

for Shipside Support Engineers to know which jobs are more important.2 8 Without a precedence network,

the Shipside Support Engineer must rely on team leaders who are knowledgeable about their build

sequences to convey the importance of their job. The production team leaders, themselves under pressure

to have their EPDs processed to complete their jobs, often over-emphasize the urgency of their EPDs in

the queue. When lobbying for the urgency of their EPDs, a production manager might say that the

affected job has fallen three days behind schedule, or that the job is on the critical path, or that it

constrains four jobs, or that the EPD has aged in the queue for two days. While these all may be true, no

simple run rule can help a shipside coordinator determine the relative schedule impact of these EPDs and

jobs. Given this pressure from all sides, true priorities are obscured as every job is deemed important.29

A robust and consistent prioritization scheme would enable Shipside Support to identify and process the

EPDs that most threaten to derail the baseline schedule.

Second, the Delay Reinforcing Loop (red) shows how a single delay cascades into more schedule

deviations. A job which falls behind schedule can delay the start (and completion) of all successor jobs,

increasing the potential for not finishing the work statement in the current cell. The incomplete jobs must

travel to downstream to the next cell. In some cases, the traveled work prevents the new cell from

27 Fortunately, the defect discovery rate is high due to a rigorous inspection regime. Most non-conformances are
found in a timely manner, reducing the need to take apart the plane to fix a buried defect.
28 An engineer is typically assigned to a cell, responsible for 500-1000 distinct jobs. It takes years of experience to
accumulate a working knowledge of a job network of this complexity.
29For example, Shipside Support's web-based EPD prioritization board (the Boeing Line Tracker) in one production
center simultaneously displayed over 100 EPDs as "priority one."
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starting their work statement. Alternately, the new cell's jobs can create work zone interference and

hinder the completion of the traveled job, causing the mechanic to be less efficient. Also, the mechanics

are farther away from their normal support functions to complete the job (team leaders, quality inspectors,

manufacturing engineers, etc.) When mechanics are assigned to work on traveled jobs, there is less labor

available to work on the aircraft in the cell, causing the planes in cell to potentially fall behind schedule.

2.8 Current System Stakeholder Perspectives

The following perspectives of the key stakeholders are symptoms of the scheduling and recovery

problem.30

Manufacturing/Production Team Leader: "My mechanics are working as quickly as they can, but now
we're waiting for Shipside Support to process our EPDs. We've been waiting for some EPDs for days,
even though we all agreed it was a high priority. If I don't get these EPDs back today, my team will run
out of workable jobs. When they do come back, we'll be working overtime on the weekend to catch up."

Shipside Support Manager: "Our support engineers are working as quickly as they can to process
EPDs in the queue. If the mechanics didn't make so many mistakes, they wouldn't have to wait so long
for their EPDs. Every team lead tells me that their EPD is most important. If Shipside actually knew
which EPDs have the most impact on the build schedule, we could push them through the system. We'll
be in all weekend working down our backlog of EPDs."

Industrial Engineering Manager: "We are behind 23 jobs for the Line A plane, and it's only the fourth
day into the build. Now the boss is asking for a weekend recovery plan based on this list of 23 jobs
behind We have already deviated significantly from our build plan and some of it depends on how
quickly our teams get their EPDs back. My schedules are at the mercy of what the team leaders and
shipside engineers can commit to, which isn't very much these days."

Cell Senior Manager: "We are 36 jobs behind on the Line A plane, 15 jobs behind on the Line B plane,
and we're moving the Line C plane today with 47 incomplete jobs. We have another 85 jobs behind in the
rest of the factory. We need a plan to systematically work down these latejobs. I know we've worked
weekends for the past 2 years, but what other options do we have? We can't borrow mechanics- the other
cells are in worse shape than we are!"

Plant Superintendent: "The aircraft nearest to the delivery door will ship in three days, and we simply
cannot ship it with 37 incomplete jobs. I need all Senior Managers to focus your teams on processing
EPDs and working jobs on this plane. I understand we are behind on our other planes as well, but the
product needs to ship to our customers in Final Assembly in good condition. That is our number one
priority."

Given these stakeholders' views, we can summarize why this production system is difficult to control.

1) Complexity and volume of the work package: There are approximately 2200 jobs per mid-body

fuselage, and approximately fifteen fuselages in work on the shop floor. At any moment during the shift,

mechanics are working hundreds jobs on the shop floor. This results in rapidly changing build progress

30 These perspectives are based on numerous interactions with stakeholders on the shop floor.
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with high degree of interconnected activities. A recovery plan generated in the morning may be obsolete

by the end of the shift.

2) High degree of variation and noise input: The actual build quickly deviates from the baseline

schedule. Stakeholders are reactive and cannot forecast accurately into the future. Due to this reactive

atmosphere and short planning horizon, accountability is low.

3) Micro problems have macro consequences: Single job delays can cascade into major schedule

delays if not addressed in a timely manner. The root problems (defects, non-conformances) occur on the

production team level, but their scheduling consequences propagate to other teams and have cell- and

plant-level impacts.

4) Critical expertise for resolving scheduling issues is distributed across teams, functional groups,

and different levels: Functional groups of stakeholders operate on different scales. Multiple functional

groups must continuously coordinate to achieve tasks.

5) It is cumbersome to aggregate information into a combined status for humans to easily

comprehend and act on a continuous basis: Vast amounts of data need to be simplified without losing

key details for decision making.
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Based on discussions with a managers, the decision making process for production control follows this

structure in Figure 2.6 below.

RESOLUTION LEVEL

MACRO:
Factory level aggregated production
metrics

What is our current build
status on the floor?

How many jobs are we
behind on plane X?

MACRO:
Plane- level aggregated production
metrics

Which jobs are behind? MICRO:
Team-level job accounting

MICRO:
Wht aResearch of individual job status

and significance

resources HMICRO and MACRO:
vailable? pCompare jobs to each other, teams to

each other, and planes to each other

need more MACRO:
1power or Cell and factory-level resource
rertime? management

MACRO:
Given this plan, when will Cell and factory-level impact

this plane be back on track?

= shortcomings in the current information flow

Figure 2.6. Decision Tree for Production Control
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2.9 Information Feedback for Production Control

Production managers and superintendents are responsible for achieving scheduling targets with a set level

of labor resources. Managers have the following basic control levers: 1) set priorities and focus existing

resources, 2) temporarily increase labor input by authorizing overtime, 3) request external labor resources

pooled at a higher level. To make these decisions effectively, managers need updated and accurate status

information. Oberlender identifies the key components of an effective scheduling and control system:

"Effective project management requires planning, measuring, evaluating, forecasting, and controlling...

the quality and quantity of work, costs, and schedules."31

The manager must be able to quickly identify problematic areas, understand and compare the severity of

these problems, allocate resources to achieve the maximum effect, and forecast the future improved state.

This sequence of questions starts and finishes at a macro level, but the critical questions in the middle

must be asked at the micro level. In the current state, the micro "story" of each job behind schedule is not

cohesively presented in existing metrics. Managers at all levels expend inordinate amounts of time

piecing together the status of delayed jobs and attempt to compare them to understand which ones have

the most schedule impact. While Boeing has no shortage of data servers and can output many aggregated

numerical metrics and lists of jobs, none of these convey the relative importance of jobs based on their

position in the larger build sequence. The current information systems attempt to package volumes of

information for all stakeholders to identify the status of production, but fall short in linking micro

problems to macro impacts. Edward Tufte, a leading thinker and critic of visual presentation, elaborates

on the value and challenge of presenting micro/macro information:

Micro/macro designs enforce both local and global comparisons and, at the same time, avoid the
disruption of context switching... Showing complexity is hard work. Detailed micro/macro
designs are difficult to produce... Still, a single high-density page can replace twenty scattered
posterizations... and your readers might keep that one really informative piece ofpaper, although
they will surely discard those twenty posterizations.32

Currently, there are four "posterizations" most used by floor managers:

1) The Visual Factory Management Report (VFMR) is an online query that provides an updated list of

jobs and their reasons for delay. It is used by all stakeholders.

31 Oberlender, 92.
32 Tufte, Edward. Envisioning Information. Cheshire, CT. Graphic Press, 1990. 50
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Disadvantage: For one cell, it is approximately twenty pages listing individual job status in

tabular format.

2) The Boeing Line Tracker (BLT) is an online query that lists the status of all active EPDs in the system

and their assigned priorities in tabular format. It is primarily used by Shipside Support Engineers.

Disadvantage: The EPDs usually reference baseline jobs which they constrain, but it is difficult

to determine the relative importance of an EPD by looking at the job it is attached to.

3) The paper bar chart and job delay summary, maintained by team leaders on the shop floor, offers the

most visual, cohesive, and updated build status. While it does not explicitly convey precedence

relationships, it does show completed work, delayed jobs, and upcoming work. It is used by the floor

production team.

Disadvantage: The bar charts for each aircraft are physically spread out among the shop floor.

There is no way to simultaneously view different work centers' bar charts to determine the

overall status of an airplane or cell.

4) Daily job count summaries are manually prepared at the cell level by industrial engineers. They

tabulate the jobs completed in the previous day, the jobs behind schedule broken down by work center,

and forecast counts for the next day. Managers are able to see an accompanying list of jobs for each

category.

Disadvantage: It is only manually updated at the start of each day, rather than a continuously

updated status.

The production teams, support engineers, and management struggle with the information sources

available to them to link micro-problems to macro-impacts. Cross-referencing these disparate

information sources to make actionable plans is clumsy and time consuming. In the absence of better

status information, total Jobs Behind Schedule (JBS) has emerged as the primary metric of progress.

2.10 The Dominant Metric: Jobs Behind Schedule

Jobs Behind Schedule (JBS) is the reconciliation between the jobs that should have been completed

(according to the original bar chart) and the jobs that were actually completed by the production teams.

In concept, it is an accurate gage of how the production team's actual work output compares to the

planned pace required to deliver aircraft on schedule. In practice, Jobs Behind Schedule is an
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oversimplified metric that at best, focuses the necessary attention on delinquent teams and at worst drives

counter-productive behavior such as "gaming" the system.

Teams with a higher JBS count attract more management attention, possibly more resources, and often

more pressure. The aggregate JBS metric also implies that jobs are roughly equal in scope and impact,

ignoring their relative importance in the total build sequence. Because this detail is lost in the aggregate

JBS count, in some cases, teams will "cherry pick" relatively easier jobs to meet theirjob completion

numbers. This usually results in working out of sequence or completing easier jobs ahead of their

assigned schedule. This short-term strategy leads to an accumulation of difficult jobs leftover at the last

few days of the build. This can also hamper secondary teams who need the original team to complete

their hard job as a prerequisite. In some egregious cases, a job is completed out of sequence to receive

credit for a completed job, with the team knowing that the job will have to be undone and redone in the

future. Other discussions on the shop floor suggest that meeting metrics has overshadowed building the

plane efficiently. For example, cell production meetings and floor discussions focus on these numbers:

* How many are jobs we behind?

e How many jobs are we going to complete today?

e How many jobs will we be behind tomorrow?

While these questions are not directly misleading, they do not ask "are we working the right jobs given

the resources we have?"

The second, perhaps more insidious phenomenon, is the subtle manipulation of the job accounting rules

by teams to improve metrics. Jobs completion dates can be moved out in the computer system so that

they do not become immediately due, and their lack of completion will not register as a JBS. While there

are some legitimate reasons for moving a job completion date, manipulating statistics to avoid

management pressure breeds mistrust of all decisions based on untrustworthy metrics."

2.11 Countermeasures

These counter-productive behaviors suggest that achieving pure job counts should not be the dominant

goal for production control. The goal should also include building the aircraft in an organized and

efficient manner given the resources and time available. In the next two chapters, we will see how the job

precedence network provides fidelity to all stakeholders to achieve these goals.

3 This does not happen on a widespread scale, but it is a moral hazard for individual teams to use information
asymmetry to their own short term advantage.
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3 The Precedence Network and Optimized Schedule

The previous chapter described how the existing information flow is not adequate for effective production

control. This chapter will describe the process for constructing the precedence network for the entire 787

mid-body work statement, as well as generating baseline schedules. Within the 88-20 mid-body assembly

building, all of the knowledge exists for how build a 787 mid-body section. It does not, however, exist as

a single-point, readily accessible and user friendly reference. Knowledge ofjob-level build sequences for

different parts of the aircraft is distributed throughout the shop floor team leads, manufacturing engineers,

and industrial engineers. While there have been local work center efforts to capture and share build

sequence knowledge, it currently exists as a tribal knowledge among a collection of few individuals,

rather than widespread knowledge among stakeholders. The formal precedence network centralizes this

knowledge and builds the complete systems view of the 787 mid-body fuselage build process. The

precedence network is the foundation for the following improvements for scheduling and production

control:

1) The build sequence constraints can be used to generate feasible bar charts, optimized at the cell and

plant level.

2) The full precedence network maps out each job's downstream impacts which can be compared for

prioritization of limited Shipside Support or production team resources.

3) The precedence network is a visually intuitive format for presenting build status at both the macro and

micro level.

3.1 Reconstructing the Mid-body Job Precedence Network

Since the development of PERT and CPM, the methodology for building job precedence networks has

evolved into a well-established method. Usually, production planners develop the formal precedence

network to generate the original schedule. While this may have happened during the initial production

schedule planning for the 787 mid-body fuselage, the work breakdown structure has changed significantly

since the original bar charts. As individual work center's bar charts evolved over the past few years, jobs

were added, deleted, modified, and/or split. The current individual bar charts at the work center level are

locally optimized and obey the proper build sequence, but are no longer all coordinated between work

centers. As the 787 mid-body design and work breakdown structure has since stabilized, re-defining the

baseline precedence network enables current planners to re-optimize the build process.
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The network was built in Aurora, a Boeing-proprietary software for production scheduling. Aurora

allows users to import jobs from the Boeing's Velocity server, define job precedence, resources and

constraints, and generate optimized schedules.

3.2 The Cell "A" Precedence Network

The following Aurora screenshot (Figure 3.1) shows the precedence network for Cell "A" mid-body

primary structural join:
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Figure 3.1. Cell "A" Precedence Network Generated in Aurora

Using an activity-on-node layout convention, each colored box (node) represents a baseline job, while the

gray arrows (edges) represent precedence links between predecessor and successor jobs. The 900

baseline jobs in Cell "A" are divided among the seven work center teams whose jobs are represented by

different colors. Note that teams 1, 2, 6, and 7 have relatively stand-alone work sequences, whereas the

Team 3 (dark blue), Team 4 (green), and Team 5 (yellow) are highly interconnected. Schedule
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deviations in one of these teams have consequences on the other teams. Given the physical symmetry of

the aircraft structures, there is complete left-right symmetry for the five major work flows in Cell "A".

3.3 Network Scope and Level of Detail

When building a network, one must define the set ofjobs to be included, the level of detail for job

relationships, and precedence vs. preference. The precedence network must include all current baseline

jobs which consume resources and have a major impact on the total schedule. The 787 mid-body work

package is >90% stable. Less than 3% of baseline jobs are re-written or re-sequenced for each new plane

to reflect a new manufacturing process or design change, but the bulk of the jobs are stable enough for a

network. While a number of "Change Notice (CN)" jobs are temporarily in effect, many of these jobs are

stand-alone jobs worked by a dedicated team and do not interfere with the baseline work plan. These jobs

do not need to be included unless they demand enough resources to affect the execution and schedule

recovery of baseline jobs.

The network was defined using simple finish-to-start relationships between jobs. While each job can be

further broken down to operations and inspection points, it is not worth the effort to model every single

detail. Bent and Thumann explain the benefits of a simpler network:

There is the mistaken concept that greater level of detail provides more accuracy and increases
quality of schedules, as follows: At a greater level of detail (10,000/20,000 activities), there can
be many options for the critical path logic and durations of short-term activities can vary greatly.
Also, activity logical dependency can significantly increase, resulting in a requirement for many
restraints or dummies, further complicating the network.35

One can choose to model job relationships across a range of detail as shown in Figure 3.2:

Simple: Model all activity relationships as Finish-to-Start at the job level with no sub-operations

within a job.

Moderate: Specify all temporal permutations for activity relationships: Start-to-Start, Start-to-

Finish, Finish-to-Start, Finish-to-Finish, Non-concurrent, Concurrent, with some relationships

defined at a sub-operation level.

3 The inspiration for this project actually started from examining the persistent jobs behind schedule of the MID B
work center due to the cascading effect of delayed MID A jobs.

3 Bent, James A., and Albert Thumann. Project Management for Engineering and Construction. Libum, GA: The
Fairmont Press, Inc. 1989, pg 68.
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Detailed: Specify temporal permutations with precedence down to the operation level. For

example, in the diagram below, operation 4 of job A must be completed before the start of

Operation 3 of job B. Operation 9 ofjob A must be started before Operation 2 ofjob C can be

started.

DETAILED JOB
LINKAGE

0

0

0

0

0

0

SIMPLE JOB
LINKAGE

Figure 3.2. Job Precedence Linkage Detail

The job linkages' level of detail should correspond to the resolution of schedule control and resource

allocation. In the 787 mid-body assembly, the single job SOI (Shop Order Instance) is the fundamental

accounting unit assigned to a team and individual mechanics. Most individual jobs are scoped to be

completed by one or two workers in a single shift. If jobs linked by precedence are scheduled close

together in time, mechanics at the work zone can coordinate precedence to the operational level. The

team leader also has some flexibility to reschedule jobs within a shift.

While some precedence is clearly defined (i.e. drilling a hole before installing fasteners), other sequences

have several different permutations (i.e. installing three splice plates to fasten two structures.) In many

cases, assembly mechanics have identified a best practice sequence for completing the job set, usually for
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ergonomic or quality reasons. While these "preferences" are not specified by the manufacturing

procedure, they should be defined as hard precedence.

3.4 Visual Layout, Design, and User Interface

While it may seem trivial, the visual layout of this network is critical for presenting large number of jobs.

Visual noise can easily overwhelm the user and must be reduced wherever possible. A clean, intuitive

visual design can mean the difference between success and failure in developing a precedence network.

Building the precedence network is an iterative process that requires pooling the expertise of many

individuals to refine. Their support is critical to the network's accuracy and adoption, yet these experts

have limited patience for capturing their knowledge in a disorganized format. These build experts must

be able to quickly locate their jobs in the network and verify relationships. If a new user expends too

much time hunting for and straining to find the jobs that they are familiar with on the bar chart, they will

lose patience and not support the maintenance of the precedence network.

These networks were laid out manually due to the inadequacy of Aurora's automatic graphing

algorithms.3 6 Unfortunately, these algorithms produce "hairball" network layouts which are visually

noisy and difficult to decipher. An industrial engineer with a working knowledge of the work statement

can organize the network in a far more effective way, taking into account work type, work location, and

topologies of job clusters. These layout rules apply to improve visual clarity, as demonstrated in Figure

3.3 below:

Precedence Links:

" Precedence link arrows should flow from left to right, similar to existing Gantt / bar charts.

" Precedence link arrows should be straight with no zigzags.

" The graph should be as planar as possible, minimizing the number of crossed precedence links.

Job Nodes:

* Different work centers' jobs should be color coded and spatially grouped.

* Left-right job symmetry should be used to organize job flows wherever possible.

* Employ consistent conventions when sorting repetitive clusters of jobs (i.e. Inboard jobs closer to

the plane centerline should be closer to the middle of each work center's job network.)

36 The first precedence network was built in Microsoft Project before I had gained access to Aurora. Microsoft
Project's layout algorithms were also inadequate for a clear layout.
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Figure 3.3. Visual Presentation of Links and Nodes 37

Exploiting symmetry and intelligent grouping also allows the network builder to recognize patterns and

identify anomalies and incongruities to investigate. A well-organized layout will quickly reveal where

the work breakdown structure requires improvement. For example, the job sequences that generated

confusion or required extensive coordination between teams indicated an opportunity to re-write and

organize jobs into simpler Finish-to-Start relationships. The user soon develops a mental model and

intuitive feel for the build sequence. Working with the full precedence network is a visceral experience

and is best viewed on a physical sheet of paper, as navigating the network on a computer screen disorients

the new user. New users benefit from physically following sequences ofjobs with their fingers and

seeing the spatial relationship between their familiar bar chart work statement and the rest of the cell.

3.5 Resource Constrained Scheduling and Leveling

Having defined the precedence links, one can define renewable resource constraints for each job to

generate a baseline schedule.38 Each job's renewable resource constraints include labor, workspace, and

tooling.

The labor required for each job is planned by the manufacturing engineer. While each job is assigned a

nominal number of workers for its duration, the job may also require extra temporary labor assistance,

quality inspectors, or special worker certifications which are not captured in the baseline labor

requirement. The schedule should be optimized with and without certification constraints to determine

3 Annotated Aurora screenshot.
38 Non-renewable resources such as parts, energy, money, or consumables are not limiting factors in this scheduling
environment.
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whether mechanic certifications constrain the overall schedule. If so, additional workers should be

certified to perform these jobs. 39

Each job occupies a work zone on the aircraft. How work zones are specified determines how much work

can occur in parallel vs. series. This must be done methodically and carefully, as it has a significant

constraining effect on the schedule optimization. Assigning work zones is an iterative process that

requires a working knowledge of each job scope. One must first decide how large each work zone should

be. There are two methods. First, one can assign work zones based on the maximum number of workers

who can occupy a space. In this method, the work zones are relatively large, and jobs can occur in

parallel as long as the cumulative number of workers can fit into the zone whose upper limit is determined

by a mannequin chart. Figure 3.4 defines these large work zones:

00

10

Figure 3.4. Example of 787 Work Zones40

This method can lead to under-constrained and unfeasible conditions where two or more jobs are allowed

to work on the same physical component of the aircraft at the same time. In practice, this would be an

over-crowding of workers. To counter this, one can alternately assign work zones based on physical

sections of the aircraft that are being worked on. In this method, work zones are relatively small, and

multiple work zones can be assigned to an individual job. The drawback of this method is that it tends to

over-constrain the schedule, forcing jobs to occur in series. For example, two jobs can occupy the same

two work zones, but it is feasible to perform both in parallel and switch work zones halfway through each

job.

39 This project did not model individual worker certifications due to time limitations. In practice, team leaders know
which trades and certifications limit their day-to-day work execution.
40 Obtained from Boeing South Carolina Industrial Engineering
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To reconcile these two approaches, one should divide the total aircraft volume into relatively small work

zones similar to the work breakdown structure of individual jobs. Each of these work zones is assigned

an upper limit value based on how many workers can fit into the zone. Individual jobs can "use up" these

work zones based on how exclusively they require the work zone. For example, if a job is performed

over four work zones (each with a capacity of two bodies), it can be assigned to use up .5 of each work

zone, leaving capacity for other work to occur in parallel during the job's duration. Other jobs, such as

craning a major section into place, require all space zones as no other work can occur in parallel. Lastly,

tooling and equipment constraints must be accounted for. In certain build sequences, the schedule is

limited by track-mounted automatic drillers can only perform one job at a time.

Finally, each job must be assigned a nominal duration. While the critical path method assigns an

aggressive and safe duration to insert buffers into the schedule, it is sufficient to simply use a

conservatively consistent job completion time assuming no significant delays occur during the job.

Predictive methods such as summing up work elements and adding in setup and inspection durations can

serve as a reference check. Using historical job data logged by workers proved ineffective as extensive

delays and inconsistent logging practices resulted in widely varying job durations. Time studies

benchmarking value-added and non-value-added-but-required work can provide target durations, though

these would generally be aggressive targets. Ultimately, the existing bar chart job durations were used in

the scheduling model. These completion times reflected the most updated compromises between

manufacturing engineering and team leaders.4 1

Given these resource requirements and the job precedence diagram, Aurora's scheduling function

generates a feasible schedule with the objective of minimizing build time. This is the first schedule that

rigorously accounts for build sequence, work zone conflicts, and labor and equipment available at the cell

level. The resulting Cell "A" schedule is approximately 20% longer than the current bar chart schedule.

This Aurora-calculated duration is close to the actual build duration, as the current bar chart does not

schedule any baseline work on weekends or inserted buffer days, though the team completes work during

these times. This discrepancy may also be due to current bar charts which are under-constrained by

sequence and resources, or an over-constrained Aurora model.4 2 The Aurora schedule is now a starting

point for refinement of constraints and resource leveling.

4 A majority of work center team leaders agreed with the existing bar chart durations as nominal, error-free
completion times.
42 I attempted to reconcile the existing bar charts with the Aurora schedule by inserting the bar chart schedule into an
Aurora model and identifying where resource capacities and build sequence were violated. Aurora could not output
a feasible schedule, likely due to violated build sequence constraints in the current schedule.
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Aurora also generates resource usage graphs to assist the user in identifying and leveling limiting

resources. The resource graph below for one work center shows that work zones are more limiting than

labor.

Team 1
Shift 1

W*oik CatertLabe r:
Team 1 Shint
Shift 2

Zone 1 a

Zone 3
Zone 4 u

Zone 5 'T
Zone 6 Work Space Zones (x 6) Limiting work zones are

continuously occupied

Figure 3.5. Aurora Resource Usage Chart43

However, the graph above depicts only one aircraft being worked by the entire work center's labor

resources, while the schedule must be feasible for simultaneously assembling three airplanes which are

evenly staggered in schedule. To accomplish this, one can overlay several planes' worth ofjobs with

forced staggered start dates and let Aurora find a feasible schedule solution. Alternately, one can overlay

several labor usage charts at a staggered pace to determine if labor capacity is exceeded at any point in

steady state. Another alternative is to run the schedule optimization for a single plane while artificially

limiting the labor to one-third of the work force, though this causes labor to be a limiting factor and

lengthens the schedule. If a bulk of a team's work can be compressed into job packages, a dedicated sub-

team can focus on one aircraft for several days, and then move to the next aircraft to complete this

package. Leveling labor resources is an iterative process that requires a strong understanding of which

jobs can be manually moved without expanding the schedule. Nonetheless, Aurora is a versatile tool for

managing constraints and generating feasible baseline schedules.

3.6 Critical Path and Critical Chain

While Aurora can calculate the critical path of the resource-constrained schedule, a critical path is

meaningless in a network of multiple parallel, interlinked job sequences of similar lengths. As Shtub,

4 Annotated Aurora chart created by author.
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Bard, and Globerson point out, "It is not necessarily the that the longest path obtained from summing

activity expected duration values will ultimately determine project completion time. What often happens

as the project progresses is that some activity not on the critical path becomes delayed to such a degree

that it extends the entire project... Obviously, the more parallelism in a network, the more likely that one

or more near-critical paths will exist."44 In Cell "A" for example, if the combined team 3/4/5 work

sequence is significantly longer than any of the four relatively standalone teams, it would make sense to

define a critical path along that work flow. The constraint-based schedule from Aurora all five major

work sequences finish within +/- 20% in time duration of each other.

TE>

]~'TEAM 2

It~

TEAM
3/4/5

TEAM 6

-TEAM7

Figure 3.6. Annotated Aurora Screenshot of Cell "A" Critical Path

The critical path shown above in Figure 3.6 weaves through different work centers, but follows a path of

precedence links. The critical path also does not take into account resource limitations. Aurora is also

able to calculate a critical chain, which is the "set of dependent activities that defines the minimal project

duration. These dependencies include both technological precedence relations (like the traditional critical

path calculations) as well as resource dependencies (due to the limited availability). "4  These resource

44 Shtub, Avraham, and Jonathan F. Bard, Shlomo Globerson. Project Management: Engineering, Technology, and
Implementation. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1994) 355.
45 Vanhouke, Mario. Project Management with Dynamic Scheduling. (Berlin: Springer, 2012) 114.
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limitations increase the Cell "A" critical path by an approximate factor of 1.5. Unlike the critical path,

the resulting critical chain is not straightforward to understand. When overlaid on the precedence

network, the critical chain starts with a sequence in one work center, jumps to sequence in a second work

center (not necessarily linked by precedence), flows through individually isolated jobs in a third work

center, and finishes in the first work center. Whenever the critical chain jumps to a job not linked by

precedence, it is due to a resource constraint which forces the downstream job to utilize the resource,

usually a crowded space zone. The critical chain is useful for identifying the job flows which require

coordination between work centers to actively utilize limiting space zones. The schedule's critical chain

is also the best estimate of an achievable project duration, assuming a rework-free build process.

3.7 Baseline Scheduling for Production Control

While constructing the Cell "A" precedence network did not create any new knowledge, it clarified and

formalized disparate information into a single source for optimization at the cell level. Aurora can output

feasible schedules as bar charts, Gantt charts, or tabular data sets. It is a versatile scheduling tool, but

requires a high level of user proficiency combined with extensive build knowledge. It's use is currently

limited to a small group of industrial engineers. While Aurora's scheduling capabilities are impressive,

the interface is not easy to navigate. Now the challenge is to present this build sequence knowledge into a

accessible and intuitive format for the shop floor.

Through working with various teams and individuals to build and refine the network, the following

observations reaffirmed the value of formalizing the precedence network:

1) At the team level, build sequence knowledge is concentrated among one or two individuals. In some

work centers, there was disagreement among leaders on the exact sequence and reasons for certain job

flows. Work center production managers and industrial engineers responsible for scheduling varied

widely in their understanding ofjob sequences.

2) While team leaders are knowledgeable of their own work statements, some teams have a very limited

understanding of the schedule impacts of their jobs on other teams, and vice versa. Knowledge of job

impacts across cells is also limited.

If all stakeholders were perfectly knowledgeable of every job's status in real time and understood the

complete relationship between all jobs, they could communicate to focus resources in response to

schedule delays. Currently, stakeholders have fragments of this information. Team leaders at the work-

center level understand their job sequences and maintain updated status on their bar charts. Shipside

Support engineers understand the detailed status of individual Emergent Process Documents (EPDs)
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which constrain baseline jobs. Senior production managers and superintendents see the build progress of

all teams based on job completion numbers, but without the relationship between individual jobs and

macro-impact. Even with the precedence network developed in this chapter, Aurora is not easily

accessible to stakeholders, the large format is cumbersome and stakeholders do not have time to hunt for

jobs on a large map and trace out their impacts. In the next chapter, we will use this schedule and

precedence network as the basis for a visual control system to improve dynamic production control. This

tool aims to foster coordination across functions and levels on the production floor to improve resource

allocation and recovery.
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4 The Visual Build Tracker and Recovery Tool

In the last chapter, the precedence network helped us plan how a 787 mid-body should come together in

the form of a resource-constrained schedule. This chapter describes a tool based on the precedence

network which supports stakeholders in making prioritization decisions on the shop floor once the

schedule is underway.

4.1 The Story of the Build

The precedence network tells the story of the build. The network diagram in Figure 4.1 shows a snapshot

of work during the Cell "A" build sequence. Each box node represents the remaining jobs to be worked,

as completed jobs have been removed from the network. The red dotted line represents where the build

progress should be, given the scheduled pace of the bar chart.

Current Shift
Pacing Line

Wave Front ot
Completed W

Jobs Behind Schedule Jobs Ahead of Schedule

/ - -

...-- - - 3"-

- - --- "U

-- ~

-~s - - -.

Figure 4.1. The Story of the Build4 6

4 Annotated Aurora screenshot generated by author.
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The job nodes have been stacked, color-coded, and oriented to represent their day of scheduled

completion. For example, the light blue jobs to the right of the red pacing line are scheduled for the

current day's job quota. Jobs to the left of the pacing line are behind schedule, past their original

scheduled completion date. As the schedule progresses, the wave front changes from vertical to bell-

shaped as Team 3/4/5, and Team 6's jobs fall behind. At the same time, Teams 1, 2 and 7 are able to

work ahead of their pacing line, further accentuating the bell-shaped wave front. One can also see which

jobs are furthest behind, and the downstream effects ofjobs which they constrain. By looking at this

wave front, even the casual observer can grasp the basic status of this aircraft build, where the problems

are, and the extent of delays. A manager familiar with the work statement and schedule can conclude the

following:

* Teams 1, 2, and 7 will likely finish two days ahead of schedule, barring any major defects in

the remaining work. One should focus these teams on other aircraft which may be behind

schedule in these areas.

* Teams 3/4/5 and 6 have about a day's worth of work behind schedule, and half of those behind

jobs affect today's work statement. If those jobs are not completed, their delays will continue

to cascade into the future. Overtime or more workers may be required to complete the build on

time.

* Based on the precedence links, some of the jobs behind schedule are standalone while others

have chains of downstream impacts. Some jobs deserve more prioritization and resources than

others.

These cursory conclusions are insightful for prioritization, even without a detailed understanding of the

specific jobs and work statement involved. To put this same map in front of a production team leader,

one would hear a colorful and detailed story of how the work center's wave front advanced since the start

of the build. For example, a workmanship error in Team 3 team generated an EPD which took two days

to process, which cascaded in the current work flow delays in Team 4. With the current disparate

information sources, the cell senior managers and superintendent see none of this aggregated clarity or

relationship fidelity between jobs. The next step is to identify causes for the jobs behind schedule and

add this information to the view. The Visual Build Tracker integrates existing data sources to

accomplish this.

4.2 The Visual Build Tracker

For the shop floor, the proposed solution is a visual control system based on the precedence network in

the form of a web-based application, accessible by all stakeholders with minimal training. This tool
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combines information from existing individual databases, organized intuitively to support decision-

making. For practical use, the interface is also scaled to be legibly displayed on a laptop, large plasma

screen, or printed out on 11" x 17" sheet.

The home page is the "Superintendent's View" designed for all cell-level managers making decisions at

the macro level. Its purpose is to:

* Present the status of the entire cell which can be absorbed in less than one minute

e Focus the user on areas and jobs which require attention and further investigation

e Serve as the common map for discussions priorities and forecasts with other managers across
functions and levels

I1 3

Jobs behind Current Upcoming work and downstream effects
schedule and reason day/shift's quota of current situation and delayed work

Figure 4.2. Superintendent View (Visual Build Tracker)

The precedence network is overlaid on a schedule chart divided into three sections:

* The red section displays all of the current jobs behind schedule and any EPDs or parts constraints.

* The green section shows the current day's work quota.

* The gray section shows downstream impacts of the current day's work.
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The job nodes in these three sections are linked by precedence arrows. The control frame presents the

current overall job counts (behind schedule, ahead, planned, and forecast) while the visual precedence

network provides fidelity to these metrics. An individual work center can be selected and highlighted

using the control buttons on the right column.

" Individual work

-1 selected,

highlighting its
jobs in the

_ network.

Counts indicate
numbers of jobs

- - t ahead or behind
of schedule for
the work center.

Figure 4.3. Work Center Highlight (Visual Build Tracker)

The user is able to drill down from the superintendent (macro) view to manage individual work centers.

The secondary view below is the "Area Manager" view, designed for work center supervisors who

operate primarily at the team (micro) level. While it does not replace the bar chart which assigns

individuals to jobs, its purpose is to:

* Provide the team leader with detailed, real-time status of the work center's jobs, including

constraints, and downstream / lateral impacts

e Improve immediate coordination between work centers (other areas who impact or are impacted

by the selected area)

* Serve as the shift-to-shift plan which a team leader presents to and discusses with his or her team

of front-line mechanics

* Allow the team leader or production manager to enter job completion forecasts for upcoming

shifts and share them with the rest of the cell

Figure 4.4 shows the Area Manager's view:
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Side lanes contain jobs from other work centers which impact, or
are impacted by the selected work center's jobs.

Figure 4.4. Area Manager View (Visual Build Tracker)

The layout and control frame are similar to the superintendent view, with the addition of side "lanes"

which show jobs from other work centers which are linked in precedence. This allows the team leader to

identify jobs which impact the team from other areas. Also, the team leader can identify possible work

zone conflicts with these related jobs in case the baseline job needs to be rescheduled from its original

shift. Below in Figure 4.5, the stacking feature allows a quick comparison of different planes' build

progress for a given work center.

"Stacked" status views allows the area
manager to compare the progress of two
or more planes. Each work center is

- simultaneously responsible for planes in
three lines. In this view, the lower plane
is ahead while the upper plane is behind
by approximately one shift.

Figure 4.5. Stacked Area Manager View (Visual Build Tracker)
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4.3 Interface Design

In both the Superintendent and Area Manager Views, the layout window conveys the story of the build.

As with the example in Figure 4.1, the individual job nodes form the wave front of work. The green box

of the current day's scheduled work focuses the user's attention on the pacing line. As jobs are

completed, they disappear from the view. As jobs fall behind, their original scheduled completion date is

no longer relevant and should be prioritized based on their downstream impacts rather than by longest

aging. To the right of the green box of current work, the user can assess downstream impacts three days

into the future. The three-day event horizon is a compromise between overloading the user with

information and a reasonable forecast window. For example, with a three day outlook, the production and

management team can forecast on Wednesday afternoon whether they need to rally workers for overtime

on Saturday. Similarly, when the day shift leaves on Friday, one can see the work scheduled over the

weekend to be on pace for Monday. The user is able to scroll forward to see beyond three days if

necessary. The static layout of the job network remains consistent from plane to plane which helps trains

the user to recognize patterns over time and spot anomalies. Figure 4.6 details the convention for

displaying jobs behind schedule.

PINK = Baseline Job is behind schedule.
.3 I

RED = active EPD constrains this SrECT -ELE

chain of work

4

YELLOW = Extra jobs created through EPDs
to correct original defect / non-conformance.

This chain of behind schedule jobs began when a
workmanship defect occurred on the baseline job. This
job fell behind schedule, turning pink "

An EPD was generated to resolve this non-conformance.
It required three separate analyses (revisions) to fully
resolve. Each EPD revision becomes a corrective action
job (yellow NC SOI) which must be completed before the
baseline job can be signed off as complete..

The EPD is currently in its fourth revision, and is
actively constraining this entire chain, causing it to
appear as dark red.

Figure 4.6. Job Node Legend (Visual Build Tracker)

"~ ~
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4.4 Dynamic Functionality

The default interface is graphical rather than text or numbers-based to focus the user on problem areas. A

set of dynamic functions gives the user additional details as needed to answer the micro-level questions.

These functions include:

Progress Overlays: This function drives accountability for past and current work in progress.

* By activating the "Current in Work" toggle, all jobs actively logged as "in work" in Velocity will

turn solid blue. This allows managers to verify that teams are working to the agreed-upon

recovery plan.

e By activating the "Completed Last Shift" or "Completed Yesterday" toggle, jobs completed in

those respective time frames will reappear as outlined boxes. This allows managers to

communicate shift accomplishments or deviations from the recovery plan.

Progress tracking
overlay toggles

Jobs "in work"
appear as solid blue -

Forecasted jobs - - ---
appear outlined in
blue

Completed jobs
reappear outlined

Figure 4.7 Dynamic Overlays (Visual Build Tracker)

Dynamic Rollover and Job Details: Rolling over a job with the mouse will highlight the entire upstream

predecessors and downstream successor flow ofjobs in red. Clicking on the job will reveal basic job

information label, as seen below in Figure 4.8. This information tells the user what the job is, how

resource intensive (labor and time), and which team is responsible.
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Job Identifier --

Job Description

Mechanic Technicians Required

Job Duration

Responsible Team

Figure 4.8. Job Label (Visual Build Tracker)

Constraint Overlays: When toggled, these three overlays show all of the work flows constrained by the

selected issue (Parts shortages, NCs, SSRs) For example in Figure 4.10, by selecting "NC EPD" (Non-

Conformance Emergent Process Document), the three active NC EPDs are highlighted with the chains of

work which they constrain. Clicking on the solid red EPD box in the precedence network brings up the

EPD's basic information shown in Figure 4.9:

Rem and&replace rwe 415
PRI In work

QA APPROVAL
Feynman, Rick P.

Figure 4.9. EPD Label (Visual Build Tracker)

e EPD number and assigned priority ("1293123," "PRI. 2")

* Description of non-conformance ("Remove and replace wire 415")

* Current EPD processing stage and work status ("QA APPROVAL")

" Quality Engineer actively working the EPD ("Feynman, Rick P.")

These five pieces of information are queried automatically from the Velocity server and enable the

shipside support manager and production team leader to track the status of high priority EPDs. The three

NC EPDs below are a prime example of how the interface supports prioritization by showing the affected

paths of downstream work. These paths of sequenced work provide the basis for determining current

priorities.
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Figure 4.10. EPD Constraint Overlays (Visual Build Tracker)

e The "Priority 1" EPD (bottom red chain) has the longest chain ofjobs, including two baseline

jobs assigned for the current day. There is minimal slack in this chain, given the consistent job

loading on the upcoming days. Any further delays in this EPD will likely cause a serial delay

across the next four days. This may eventually cause incomplete jobs to travel to the next cell.

e The "Priority 2" EPD (middle red chain) affects a shorter string ofjobs over the next two days.

When the EPD has been completed, the downstream jobs can be spread out over Flow Days 10

and 11 if necessary without significantly impacting the build. Even though the behind schedule

work flow fans out on Flow Day 8 to three job flows, these successor chains are relatively short

and can be spread out over the next few days. Note that pushing these jobs out may impact

other teams whose jobs occupy the same work zones.

* The "Priority 3" EPD (top red chain) affects a string ofjobs already behind schedule with no

further impacts to current or future work. As long as sufficient time and resources exist to

complete this chain ofjobs before the plane travels to the next cell, it can be delayed until the

higher priority EPDs are processed.

Users must keep in mind that not every job non-conformance / EPD will cause its successor chain ofjobs

to be delayed. Some non-conformances may be isolated in nature and can be worked around. The tool
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displays the worst-case scenario showing the downstream work that may delayed due to a job. This

prompts a conversation between production, support, and managers about the actual severity of individual

EPDs and constrained jobs.

There many decision rules for prioritizing EPDs and jobs, depending on the situation. Some example of

these rules include:

1) "Critical Path" Rule : Prioritize the EPDs / jobs that constrains the longest successor chain into the

future.

2) "Maximize Total Open Jobs" Rule: Prioritize the EPD / jobs that free up the most number of jobs

with preference given to more immediate jobs. This prevents the work centers from getting into a

situation where all work is constrained by EPDs or sequence.

3) "Minimize Impact of Traveled Work" Rule: Prioritize the EPDs / jobs that constrain chains that will

cause work to travel and have sequential impacts in the downstream cell.

4) "Minimize Jobs Behind Schedule" Rule: Prioritize the EPDs / jobs that free up the most number of

jobs behind schedule.

5) "Longest Path Behind Schedule" Rule: Prioritize the longest behind schedule path.

6) "Maintain Pace" Rule: Prioritize EPDs / jobs that maximize the number of open jobs for the next

shift. This attempts to take advantage of the organization and efficiency of the baseline schedule.

While a number of run rules and tactics exist to prioritize jobs and EPDs, there is no best tactic for all

situations. The primary benefit of the tool is to provide Shipside Support and production teams the

platform to coordinate and agree on the priorities for work paths rather than completing jobs in an

uncoordinated manner to achieve job completion counts.

Time should not be "lost" by the production team waiting for an EPD to come back from Shipside

Support Team. Likewise, the Shipside Support team must commit to its priorities and actively notify the

production team of delays. The management team, understanding these priorities can have some control

over the macro-level schedule impact by these micro issues. Using this tool, stakeholders can see the

whole current status, agree on specific priorities and tactics to achieve them, and predict a future state.

The forecasting feature, discussed next, will help stakeholders to predict this future state.
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4.5 Forecasting and Accountability

In the current state, it is difficult to predict the state of the build 48 hours into the future due to the

reactive approach on the shop floor. In some cells, the first shift team is often surprised the next day by

what the second shift did or did not complete. Many production team leaders start their shift not knowing

exactly what their teams can complete given the unknown state of constraining EPDs or predecessor jobs.

As the progress overlays show how the wave front of work has progressed, the forecasting function will

allow all stakeholders to see how the wave front will progress into the future. It will allow shift teams to

commit to and globally communicate the jobs they plan to complete in the upcoming shifts. In the area

manager view, a work center team leader can enter in the jobs (including jobs behind schedule) that the

team intends to work on a given shift. If one team relies on a second team to complete a predecessor job,

the forecast function can display on which shift the second team intends to complete the required job.

This function invites managers and teams to look forward and identify job sequences which require

special coordination. Rather than focusing on completed job counts as a measure of shift productivity,

stakeholders can show how their actions contributed to the schedule adherence.

4.6 Stakeholder Response

This tool was presented to stakeholders in three parts. First, the new user was shown a precedence

network animation of the advancing wave front of work similar to the "story of the build" above. This

acclimated the new user to the network layout and the concept of a visual status. Next, the new user was

presented with a precedence network showing a wave front of work with four EPDs each constraining

highlighted job paths. The new user was asked to prioritize these job paths and explain the rationale.

Finally, the new user was presented with the Visual Build Tracker concept and walked through the basic

functionality of the progress overlays, displaying constraints, and forecasting.

Approximately sixty stakeholders were formally presented this tool, from team leaders and managers to

superintendents and executives. The response was generally positive, though some stakeholders

expressed skepticism towards yet another tool or chart which would require a dedicated maintainer.

Many stakeholders offered feedback which refined the functionality. Some requested more features. To

generalize, the following stakeholders identified these benefits and concerns with the Visual Build

Tracker Tool:
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Table 4.1 Stakeholder Feedback to Visual Build Tracker

TEAM LEADERS
Team leaders were generally indifferent as they saw the tool as redundant (and inferior) to the bar chart
which assigns workers to jobs. Team leaders know their work center's build sequence well and do not
need an additional tool to help them in their primary role of supervising mechanics to execute the shift
plan.
Benefits: 0 Build sequence training tool for new mechanics

_ Explaining job sequences to managers
Concerns: 0 The tool might invite schedule micromanagement from managers who do not

have a detailed understanding of the work statement. Committing to specific
job forecasts invites accountability and management attention.

WORK CENTER PRODUCTION MANAGERS
As managers who coordinate with cell-level managers and Shipside Support, this group was very
supportive. As build sequence knowledge varies among these managers, the tool enables managers to
back up their team leaders in job scheduling.
Benefits: 0 The tool could be used to objectively assert why an EPD warrants a high

priority.
* The network can also explain why jobs cannot be completed on schedule due to

external reasons beyond the team's control such as parts delays or incomplete
predecessors from another team.

Concerns: 0 Committing to specific job forecasts invites accountability and management
pressure if not the forecast is not met.

CELL-LEVEL INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS (IE)
As the schedule masters, lEs were strongly supportive of the tool's potential benefits in improving the
transparency of dynamic scheduling, but concerned about implementation challenges and routine tool
maintenance.
Benefits: 0 The tool would refocus the shop floor on efficient resource allocation rather

than manipulating metrics and job accounting rules to meet completed job
counts.

* lEs may not have to generate recovery schedules which served as a formality.
* lEs would have a more influential role in helping their teams prioritize work,

rather than administrative support for job accounting and manually preparing
charts.

Concerns: l IEs would be responsible for tool and precedence network maintenance, as well
as reconciling these job counts with existing data sources such as COGNOS. It
was not clear which processes and existing charts the tool would replace.

CELL-LEVEL SHIPSIDE SUPPORT COORDINATORS and MANAGERS
The Shipside Support team was strongly supportive of having an objective and consistent way to
prioritize EPDs to achieve maximum effect.
Benefits: e Shipside engineers can be confident that they working on EPDs with the most

schedule impact given their limited processing capacity.
" The tool enables Shipside to explain to teams why specific EPDs are assigned a

lower priority.
" The tool saves coordinators significant time in trying to determine the cause of

constrained jobs from the VFMR.

Concerns: The tool might invite EPD prioritization micromanagement from senior managers.
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Table 4.1 (continued) Stakeholder Feedback to Visual Build Tracker

SENIOR MANAGERS and SUPERINTENDENTS
The senior management team strongly appreciates the enhanced coordination and accountability enabled
by the tool to achieve more productivity.
Benefits: 0 The tool adds fidelity to existing job count metrics and gives cell leaders a job-

level understanding of problems.
e The tool would provide accurate job counts and show where these counts may

be been manipulated, or when build sequence has been violated.
* One can quickly identify where to focus managerial attention and where to

allocate more resources to a cell or work center.
e The tool also drives accountability and transparency down to the team and shift

level.
Concerns: 0 The tool may not be flexible enough to capture non-standard scheduling

processes such as reassigning jobs to different work centers or modifying
completion dates. Its job count numbers may differ from existing COGNOS
metrics due to slightly different accounting methods.

In summary, the tool's approach to production control was best received by stakeholders who are

responsible for prioritizing cell-level resources down to the job level. These stakeholders immediately

grasped the fidelity of coherent information presented by the Visual Build Tracker compared to the

current disparate information sources (bar chart, VFMR, BLT, and job count summaries.) Many of these

stakeholders have significant experience in the Boeing production environment. They recognized the

improvement potential of this tool for making better production control decisions. As a result of this

widespread positive reception, the mid-body executive leadership allocated resources to develop a

prototype of the Visual Build Tracker. At the time of this writing, an early prototype with basic

functionality has been deployed to Cell "A."

4.7 Cultural Change

In addition to providing day-to-day decision support, the tool aims to achieve a more effective shop floor

environment with the following changes in mentality:

1. Think beyond your immediate work center. Understand the larger work statement and coordinate with

other stakeholders who affect your progress, and whose progress you affect.

2. Look ahead into the future and shift from reactive to pro-active planning. Make commitments based

on forecasts, and in return, expect accountability for achieving your forecasts. Surprise and uncertainty

about a near future state should be the exception rather than the rule.
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3. Build the plane efficiently by applying resources in an effective way. If this is done properly, then

healthy metrics and job counts will follow, and not the other way around.

As a shared information platform, the Visual Build Tracker does not dictate what should be done based on

a global optimization. It draws worker and management attention to problems, gives stakeholders the

information to discuss and collaboratively decide on schedule solutions, and communicates these

solutions and their expected impact to the rest of the team. This process gives ownership to the

stakeholders and fosters the collaboration and communication necessary for production control in a

complex environment. The final chapter addresses next steps and future opportunities for the precedence

networks and Visual Build Tracker.
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5 Next Steps, Future Opportunities, and Conclusions

The precedence network provides the foundation for several improvements in a complex scheduling

environment such as 787 assembly. Chapter 1 explored the general problem of dynamic production

control in a complex manufacturing system. In Chapter 2, stakeholders struggle to maintain schedule

control using information available to them. In Chapter 3, the precedence network organizes the work

statement into a resource-constrained baseline schedule. In Chapter 4, the precedence network serves as

the foundation for a visual control system which can increase efficiency and collaborative prioritization

and recovery planning the shop floor. We will now discuss the next steps and future opportunities for

precedence networks for the Boeing 787 plant and other similar scheduling environments.

5.1 Current Progress and Next Steps

The Visual Build Tracker has received resources for development with a web-based early prototype

currently online in Cell "A." While the first prototype does not yet have all of the intended functionality,

it does prove the feasibility of a widely accessible, online, automatically updated visual control system

useful for many stakeholders. The functioning prototype also establishes a majority of the back end

database, as well as the coding for the control frame and visual interface. The tool successfully pulls job

status from existing server and combines this data with precedence information. A maintenance plan is in

place for industrial engineers to update the precedence model as the work statement evolves. A project

manager has taken on the future development and deployment of the tool which has support from the

superintendent and executive level. Cell-level managers are eager to test out the system and integrate it

into the routine planning process. The next steps are to complete the prototype testing in Cell "A" and

obtain initial user feedback. If the tool is proven successful, then the development team should develop

additional features.

5.2 Complete 787 Mid-body Precedence Network

Boeing has recognized the need for precedence networks to optimize baseline schedules, prioritize work,

and improve production rate. With the acceptance of the Cell "A" precedence network, mid-body plant

leadership directed a team of industrial engineers to map out the complete precedence network of baseline

mid-body jobs shown in Figure 5.1. The resulting network of 2200 jobs required two months to

complete, and is maintained in Aurora by industrial engineers. The process of building the precedence

network yielded several observations:
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1. Each cell has a different network structure reflecting the general nature of the work statement. The

table below summarizes these differences.

2. Each cell varies widely in coordination between teams, functions, and levels, as evidenced by the level

of knowledge of job relationships to beyond the work center. Some teams which directly affect each other

in build sequences do not proactively coordinate.

3. There is a low understanding of job-level impacts between cells.
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Figure 5.1. Mid-Body Precedence Diagram by Cell

Note the changes in shape and structure from Cell "A" to Cell "D." As the plane moves down line, the

job sequences become shorter, less interdependent, and tend to fan out rather than converge. While

shorter and less interdependent job sequences may seem to allow for more schedule flexibility, resource

constraints, particularly space zones and specialized worker certifications, limit this flexibility.

Given the number parallel sequences of roughly equal length, focusing on single mid-body critical path is

still not adequate, as it is only one of many job sequences which can delay the entire schedule. The

Visual Build Tracker can help to track and maintain the pace of work across this "tall" wave front of

work.
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Table 5.1 Changes in Mid-Body Network Structure

General work type Network structure Scheduling Implications
Cell "A" Primary structural Long (20+) job sequences Sequences are generally divided along

assembly (joining major linked by hard precedence. trades/work centers, requiring less

fuselage sections) Stand-alone jobs are rare. coordination between teams.

Cell "B" Secondary structures and Medium length (10-14) job Sequences require several different

major components (cargo sequences of hard precedence trades to complete. It is more difficult

doors, fairing, electronic jobs. Moderate symmetry and to coordinate a recovery plan, and more

equipment racks) repeating structures. Some space zone interference due component

stand-alone jobs. size and location.

Cell "C" Wiring, smaller Many shorter (<8) job More complex job dependencies, highly
components, ducting, sequences. Less symmetry dependent on Cell "B"'s work

piping. and repetition for component completion.

installation.

Many stand-alone jobs

Cell "D" Wiring connections, Many very short (1-4) job More flexible, but highly dependent on

system tests, paneling and sequences that culminate in upstream work completion in Cells "B"

flooring, shakes testing procedures. Few and "C".

stand-alone jobs.

In the Figure 5.2 below, jobs are divided into systems, roughly corresponding to their location or system

on the aircraft. This view of system clusters results in the most visually organized network layout. In this

view, one can identify the areas of the build where long sequences can potentially cause major delays.

For example, the Wing-Body Fairing structure is a long job sequence requiring careful coordination

between work centers and cells. In practice, this area historically falls behind schedule. The Visual Build

Tracker would be able to assist the production team to achieve the proper coordination between teams and

focus extra resources when needed.
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Figure 5.2. Mid-Body Precedence Diagram by System

5.3 Historical Build and Data Analysis

The precedence network can present large and cumbersome data sets which are otherwise difficult to

analyze. By using the job flagging features in Aurora, historical build data can be overlaid on the

precedence network. For example, the Figure 5.3 is an overlay of the non-conformances for each job

over a run of five airplanes. The non-conformances on the most recent plane are dark red, whereas those

of the first of the five planes are light pink. This single chart is far more intuitive to grasp than filtering

and correlating hundreds of lines of tabular spreadsheet entries. Even with this limited data set, one can

identify patterns such as repeated errors on similar (but not exactly the same) jobs. For example, the data

shows that two out of six similar jobs typically experience problems during the build process. While it is

a different two jobs each time which experience issues, it is the type of job which requires investigation.

One can identify entire sections of the build which are prone to non-conformances. One can also plot

quality data as a heat map showing the frequency of repeated errors, identifying opportunities for kaizen

events to improve first-time quality of individual jobs.
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Figure 5.3. Cell "A" Non-Conformances Over Five Aircraft

The heat map approach can also show the average delay for each job over a spread of aircraft which may

indicate cascading and sequential delays. By looking at many aircraft, it may provide insight for where

the build starts to deviate. A future version of the Visual Build Tracker might display historical build

animation sequences that the user can scroll through. By watching the wave front of work develop and

distort for 10 aircraft, one can get a heuristic sense of where the build process deviates and why, and

perhaps how the schedule recovers. Then, one can investigate the cause of this original delay. The future

tool feature can also be used to train managers and schedulers in production control. The cell leadership

team can review the actual build animation at the end of each plane to assess and critique their dynamic

schedule management.

Prior to compiling the full mid-body precedence network, it was challenging for a new mechanic,

engineer or manager to learn the build process to job-level detail. Currently, there are only a few

individuals who have a comprehensive understanding of the build sequence at the cell level. These
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individuals are extremely valuable for planning, execution, and continuous improvement projects. With

the entire precedence network prominently visible and accessible on the shop floor, overall build

sequence knowledge will gradually increase at all levels. By raising this collective knowledge level, the

plant can achieve more coordination between teams, solutions optimized at a higher level, and more

innovative approaches to increasing production rate.

5.4 Production Rate Analysis

The precedence networks and optimized schedules also support production rate improvement initiatives

by accurately estimating build durations. The current method estimates durations for sequences of major

work and superimposes them in a Gantt chart. This method aggregates job durations into work packages

and simplifies the precedence relationships between them. It also does not rigorously account for

resource constraints. These estimates are suitable as a coarse estimation of the current process not fully

under control. As the production team gains more experience, process times will stabilize and more

accurate estimations are needed. Aurora achieves this accuracy by calculating a critical chain duration for

the resource constrained schedule. With Aurora, one can also model the lead time improvement due of

increasing labor resources, reducing job times, and future learning curve effects. The precedence network

also allows planners to understand at the entire work statement organized by cell, work center, and

aircraft system and rethink the build in major ways.

5.5 Conclusion

If this improved information flow, collaboration, and production control can improve workforce

efficiency by even 5%, reduce build time by 5%, save 10% of every managers' time, or reduce overtime

by 10%, the cumulative, long term savings are significant given the scale of 787 manufacturing

operations. With an accurate precedence network as a foundation, the Visual Build Tracker can be

implemented in any 787 control center.

This project took shape after I observed executives on their morning "boardwalk" through the plant. At

each cell, the superintendent presents aggregated cell-level metrics focused on reducing the cell's total

count ofjobs behind schedule. Nearby on the floor, motivated workers strive to complete assembly jobs

as engineers diligently analyze each non-conforming condition to correct build issues. I set out to

understand why the plant operated continuously behind schedule, and whether it was due to under-

capacity, poor planning, or inefficient execution. After examining the schedule planning, work execution,

and defect resolution processes, I observed that each stakeholder brings a unique expertise to the

scheduling problem. The scheduling and production control problems are exacerbated by the sheer
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volume of tasks and complexity of their relationships. However, the current information processes could

not translate this volume and complexity into a form that stakeholders could collaboratively engage.

Stakeholders were either overloaded with micro data (i.e. VFMR) or given summary statistics (Jobs

Behind Schedule).

The precedence network bridges this gap between the micro (mechanic) and macro (executive) scale. By

defining relationships between jobs, teams and cells, the network also provides the constraints to generate

a feasible and optimized baseline schedules. It also conveys the current build status in a visually intuitive

format. Developing this format into a widely accessible web-based tool improves stakeholders' ability to

coordinate, prioritize, and forecast work. This tool enables real-time cooperative decision making,

distributed at all levels and across functions. Rather than relying on a centralized CPM output that may

not be well understood or trusted, the Visual Build Tracker provides enough information to engage

stakeholders to apply their experience and unique expertise to execute scheduling solutions which they

own.
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